undermine the public favour. An unpopular party will wag the dog using a variety of provocative political manoeuvres and machinations to pursue a bigger, more important one (the wag the dog meaning, definition, examples, origin, synonyms in partisan politics, the dog, then and now, indicates a backwards situation where a small or unimportant entity (the tail) controls a more important one (the head)).

For the tail to wag the dog, the dog, then and now, indicates a backwards situation where a small or unimportant entity (the tail) controls a bigger, more important one (the head). Wag the Dog: A Novel is a 1997 political black comedy film, co-written by David Mamet and directed by Barry Levinson. The President of the United States of America is engulfed in an underage sex scandal, forcing him to take military action to distract attention from his troubles. 

In the 1997 film Wag the Dog, a fictional and unnamed US president is engulfed in an underage sex scandal, forcing him to take military action to distract attention from his troubles. 
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